Discussion on Clinical Application of Iowa Model in TCM Nursing Care
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Abstract

Nursing science characterized by Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), is commonly named nursing in TCM or TCM nursing. It is an indispensable part of the nursing profession in China. While TCM nursing knowledge and techniques are mostly clinical expertise derived from ancient TCM classics, many of which lack standardization. TCM nursing is impeded from dissemination globally. It's necessary to introduce evidence-based concept into TCM nursing for its standardization and globalization. The Iowa Model of Evidenced-Based Practice (EBP) to promote quality care, as a theoretical EBP implementation model, supports the use of case report and expert opinion as evidence, supports trialing of EBP changes. It is also simple, clear, concise, and application-oriented. Those features are what evidence-based TCM nursing requires and can possibly tackle the problems TCM nursing confronting with. It’s worth a try to adopt this model into TCM nursing units. This article will discuss the clinical application of Iowa Model in TCM nursing care with a specific case.
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Introduction

Nursing science characterized by Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), is commonly named nursing in TCM or TCM nursing. It is one indispensable branch of the nursing profession in China and plays a significant role in the fields of primary nursing, geriatric nursing, hospice care and family nursing etc., [1]. Researches have revealed that in China’ s Zhejiang province, 81.9% nurses in TCM hospitals hold a positive attitude towards the prospect of TCM nursing [2]. 78.8% TCM nursing techniques have been conducted; 77.5% TCM nursing health education programs have been applied to patients [3]. A general survey conducted in America manifested that 42% of Americans had once received complementary and alternative medicine treatment [4], in which TCM nursing techniques took up a great proportion [5]. Outline of the development plan of nursing career in China (2011-2015) explicitly illustrates that we should facilitate the development of TCM nursing, explore TCM nursing characteristics and advantages to the full, give priority to the clinical application of TCM nursing techniques and pay close attention to the standardization of TCM nursing personnel training [6]. It's obvious that TCM nursing is highly favored and valued in recent years. While researches have shown that papers in TCM nursing field are in poor quality generally. Multitudinous papers are the summarization of clinical experience and well-designed randomized controlled trial is scarce [7,8]. Besides, TCM nursing techniques are still not widely used in clinic [2,9], 42.2% TCM nurses feel that they are devoid of TCM nursing knowledge [2]. These are serious obstacles hindering the advancement of TCM nursing.

Evidence-based nursing was introduced into China in the 1990s. It facilitates clinical nursing research significantly [10]. Evidence-based methodology provides us with a scientific way on nursing research, offers guides on clinical nursing practice and is an effective approach to solve the dilemma that TCM nursing faces [11]. In addition, many evidence-based practice models are available to help break down the complexity of challenge of translating evidence into clinical practice, like Iowa model, JBI model, Stetler model, ACE star model of knowledge transformation, PARIHS Framework etc. Each of them has
their own features. Iowa Model [12] uses a flow chart, problem-solving steps and feedback loops to guide the change process, which makes the model simple clear and concise. It supports the use of case study and expert opinion as evidence, supports pilot trial before implementation occurs across system, and designs as an interdisciplinary approach. Those key features seem appropriate for TCM nursing practice. This paper will explore the reasons why evidence-based concept is necessary for TCM nursing; the reasons for the suitability of Iowa Model application into TCM nursing practice. It will also illustrate the utilization of this model into TCM nursing with a specific TCM nursing case figure 1.

The Necessity of Evidence-Based TCM Nursing

For the standardization of TCM nursing

Evidence-based concept changes staff nurses’ practice from experience-based to evidence-based and instruct nurses to search and utilize the best available evidence. This concept would be beneficial for nurses in the following aspects.

On TCM nursing literature review

Appraising the quality of literature is a fundamental step for developing systematic review and clinical practice guideline, and is one indispensable part of evidence-based nursing. It involves not only understanding how the study was done but also making a judgment about how well it was done. It requires not just understanding the results but appraising whether the findings are authentic, meaningful and applicable to a particular clinical setting. It entails seeing the relationship between how the study was conducted and what was found, and between what was found and how it might be applied into the specific clinical context [13]. We use different critical appraisal tools to check the credibility of research evidence. For recommendations of an evidence-based clinical practice guideline, we often choose AGREEII (Appraisal of Guidelines for Research and Evaluation II), for conclusions of a systematic review, AMASTAR (A Measurement Tool for Assessment of Multiple Systematic Reviews) or CASP (Critical Appraisal Skills Programme) are often preferred; for findings from original studies, each has its own appraisal tool.

By introducing evidence-based nursing methodology into TCM nursing, TCM nurses can have a better grasp of the basics of how various types of study are conducted and how to interpret the results of each study. They can also understand how good data are obtained and how to avoid incorrect conclusions. What’s more they may know different ways of collecting samples and how to choose an appropriate research design. This evidence-based concept triggers nurses to find evidence, make use of evidence, appraise TCM nursing literature critically, and try to design more rigorous clinical trials so as to facilitate the boost on TCM nursing research.

On health education

Advantages of TCM nursing include health education based on theories and techniques of traditional chinese medicine [1]. Recently TCM nursing techniques become quite popular in care for patients with chronic diseases and health education with TCM nursing characteristics plays a pivotal role in the process. While a tough problem nursing educators facing is "Why?" "Why should patients follow the advice?" most clinical health education materials are obtained from TCM textbooks, especially books on life cultivation and rehabilitation. However, those books are basically extractions from various TCM classics and mostly are the summarization of ancient clinical experience. Therefore, knowledge can be very diverse in a specific nursing field, and different textbooks sometimes provide inconsistent even incompatible views on a same matter, leading to the dilemma in determining the reliability of health education knowledge. Obviously, lack of evidence becomes an obstacle hindering the acceptability of those health education materials.

The ultimate goal of EBP programs and projects is to improve quality of care by incorporating the best and most recent research evidence into the clinical care practice. If we embed transparent evidences into the health education process, patients would think the education resources more authentic, and would become more satisfied with nurses job, meanwhile gain health-related knowledge. Health education based on evidence can promote a more consistent, safe and cost-effective approach to patient care [14].

On TCM nursing techniques standardization

Research has found that most staff nurses’ practice based on what they were taught by senior nurses and not based on what has been proven to work [15]. When making clinical decisions, nurses use other sources of evidence, such as reflection on their own experiences, rather than EBP [16]. This is what TCM nursing techniques confront with. With the characteristics of simpleness, convenience, effectiveness and low-cost, TCM nursing techniques are favored and admired among citizens. While most of those TCM nursing techniques lack standardization. Although government has promulgated TCM nursing handbooks and guidelines on those techniques, they are made at the experience level without support from scientific and rigorous research findings. With the assistance of evidence-based nursing methods, TCM nursing techniques can possibly be standardised. The variability in conducting those techniques can be diminished.

For the globalization of TCM nursing

Globalization is the further step after standardization. If TCM nursing clinical practice guidelines are evidence-based, it can be widely accepted and furthermore disseminated to other regions and countries. And nurses abroad can have the chance to learn the most reliable and standardized TCM nursing techniques. This can be of great avail for the globalization of TCM nursing knowledge and techniques.

Overview of Iowa Model

Since its origin in 1994, Iowa Model has been continually referenced in nursing journal articles and extensively used in clinical research programs [17] and multiple reports have demonstrated successful use of this model in a variety of settings to guide decisions and implementation for practice change. Practitioners, regardless of prior EBP experience, find this model helpful [18]. It can help nurses and other healthcare providers translate research findings into clinical practice while improving outcomes for patients [19]. It consists of the following five steps.

Problem identification

Identify a topic stemming from either problem-focused triggers such as risk management data, process improvement data, internal/external bench-marking data, financial data, or knowledge-focused triggers such as new research or other literature, national agencies or organizational standards and guidelines, philosophies of care, questions from institutional standards committee.
Determine whether the problem identified is a priority for the organization. Those problems that may have higher volume or higher costs associated likely will have higher priority from the organization [19].

Forming a team

The team is responsible for development, implementation and evaluation [20]. The composition of the team should be directed by the chosen topic and include all interested stakeholders [17].

Critique of relevant research

After topic selection and team formation, a brainstorming session should be held to identify available sources and key terms to guide the search for evidence. And this would be an excellent time to enlist a medical librarian who can help search for and retrieve studies to aid in choosing an intervention or answer to the problem or knowledge-focused question [19].

Critique the available studies to determine whether the study with the tested intervention is scientifically sound. Not every research articles published in a professional journal has appropriate scientific merit. Sometimes articles have a small sample size or perhaps use a tool lacking reliability or validity, so critiquing every article prior to considering the results of that study for implementation into a practice change is important.

Decide whether sufficient research exists to implement a practice change. How to determine whether the evidence is sufficient or not? Titler et al., suggested the following criteria: (a) consistent findings exist from numerous studies to support the change, (b) the type and quality of the studies, (c) the clinical relevance of the findings, (d) the number of studies with similar sample characteristics, (e) the feasibility of the findings in practice, and (f) the risk-benefit ratio [12]. If most of the criteria can be met, then pilot the change into practice; if not, conduct research studies.

Implementing practice change

Pilot the change in one small unit. See whether the change is feasible and can bring improved outcome for patients. It involves: selecting the outcomes to be achieved, collecting baseline data, developing a written EBP guideline, testing the guideline on one or more units or with a small number of patients, evaluating the process and outcomes of the trial, and modifying the guideline based on process and outcome data [12].

Dissemination of findings

If the pilot proves successful, it can be extended to an organization practice change. Meanwhile, the team should continue to evaluate the practice change.

The Suitability of Applying Iowa Model into TCM Nursing

Support the use of case report, expert opinions as evidence

There’s a wide agreement among healthcare providers that research evidence is the most reliable and trustworthy source of evidence and that effective and useful clinical protocols should be based on it to the extent possible [13]. When research evidence is not available or does not sufficiently address clinical problem, the other forms of evidence can make effect. While evidences with low qualities are sometimes devalued even ignored by clinicians and researchers when making clinical decisions. Iowa Model explicitly elaborates that if the research base is not sufficient to support change, we can turn to other types of evidence, like case report, expert opinion, scientific principles or theory.

This principle is particularly vital for TCM nursing. TCM nursing theories and techniques are mostly clinical expertise originated from ancient TCM physicians and classics, many of which are truly effective in clinic while lack of scientific base(without the confirmation from high quality trials, like randomized controlled trial RCT). TCM nursing care is based on the principle of holism and syndrome differentiation, and is often the combination of various interventions. So the classic RCT with placebo is not suitable for the evaluation of this "complex intervention". Besides, TCM nursing emphasizes the profound effect of the humanistic factors like emotion, spirit and relationship etc. Those factors can hardly be evaluated by the classic quantitative research and entail the involvement of qualitative research methods in sociology. While these qualitative research methods have not been applied to the classification of evidence grading system on intervention effect evaluation. That is one of the deficits of traditional evidence grading system. Experts suggest that although high quality evidence is scarce in TCM nursing, case reports, expert opinions, ancient TCM classics and historical data can also be regarded as the best available evidence currently [21]. We can make full use of those evidence, develop evidence-based TCM nursing protocols, practice in line with the protocol in daily care and be confident that patients are receiving nursing care that is based on best available evidence.

Simple, clear and concise

The Iowa Model uses a flowchart to guide the decision-making, provides us with defined decision points and feedback loops throughout the process [18]. The whole framework consists of three decision points (whether the problem-focused or knowledge-focused trigger is a priority for the organization; whether the research base to change practice is sufficient; is it appropriate to adopt the change in practice). These are all closed questions and easy to understand and answer. It uses feedback loops to guide change process (e.g., Lack of evidence leads to conducting research) and offers a step-by-step guidance on how to tackle a clinical problem and match it with an intervention based on research to make an organizational change to practice [22].

Evidence-based TCM nursing just springs up in recent years. Most clinical nurses have little knowledge on EBP. These features of Iowa model make itself intuitively understandable for TCM nurses, even novice nurses can understand the process. They need a simple, clear and concise implementation model to help them gain more information and knowledge on EBP and see the benefit from implementing this model so as to enhance their confidence on EBP.

Application-oriented

Developed by practitioners for practitioners, the Iowa Model is feasible for use. It offers a systematic and application-oriented road map and problem-solving steps for EBP that organization uses extensively to guide nursing practice and EBP educational programs [23,24]. It provides some specific guidance to the difficult steps of implementation and offers detailed implementation strategies and dissemination tips.

For TCM nursing, this model is considerate and, to some extent, comprehensive. It’s never easy to make and sustain changes. EBP
needs the involvement of various parties in the healthcare system, like nurses, doctors, patients, other healthcare providers and hospital manager etc. Difficulties are fraught in changing their attitude, knowledge and behavior since they have got used to the traditional practice way. At this time, we could turn to those specific tips, resources and materials for help.

Supports trialing of EBP changes

An additional strength of Iowa Model is the inclusion of a trial of the practice change before making the decision about implementation [18]. The team wouldn’t conduct a full practice change for the entire organization, but rather would implement a pilot change in one or two smaller practice areas first. The team needs to ensure the change is feasible and will result in improved outcomes before full-scale implementation [19]. It was well-advised that sometimes pilot not be implemented until an infrastructure was in place that would support nurses’ efforts [25]. And the pilot can be tried out, stopped and reversed if it does not work [26].

The pilot change is necessary for evidence-based TCM nursing practice. Since TCM nursing intervention are complicated with aspects of diet nursing, emotional nursing, medication nursing, special TCM nursing techniques, health education and so on, we can’t ascertain the efficacy and feasibility of a specific TCM nursing innovation if those complex nursing interventions are all involved. So it’s indispensable for evidence-based TCM nursing involving such a pilot before full-scale implementation.

Example on the Utilization of Iowa Model

As is known to us all, Diabetic Foot Ulcer (DFU) is one of the most insidious complications of Diabetes Mellitus (DM). It may not only lead to lifelong disability but also substantially diminish patients’ Quality Of Life (QOL) [27]. Based on wager’s wound classification system, grade 0 DFU is pre- or post-ulcerative lesion [28]. The nursing interventions on grade 0 DFU in western medicine mainly include regular inspection, strengthen foot protection, health education etc. While in TCM nursing, TCM foot bath is often well-recognized by patients for its effectiveness, safety and low-cost. Multiple researches have revealed its effect [29-37].

Though TCM foot bath is effective on the treatment of grade 0 DFU, it lacks standardized nursing procedure and evidence-based clinical guideline to support this TCM nursing technique. For instance, how long should feet soak in the herb? How high should the bath water temperature be? What kind of Chinese medicine shall be chosen? Those questions trigger nurses to develop evidence-based nursing care protocol on the treatment of grade 0 DFU with TCM foot bath.

Firstly an interdisciplinary team with nursing researchers, clinical nurses, nursing leaders, epidemiologist, and hospital manager was built to work together on this project. A comprehensive literature retrieval from MEDLINE, EMBase, CNKI, VIP and Wanfang Data was then conducted with the terms Chinese medicine/Chinese herb/Chinese herbal medicine, diabetic foot/diabetes foot, foot soak/foot bath and following the search, 439 papers were identified as potentially meeting the inclusion criteria. After the screening process and critical appraisal, a total of 9 papers (853 samples) [29-37] were included in the review finally, in which 3 papers are randomized controlled trials and 6 are quasi-experimental studies. Meta-analysis showed that the efficacy of TCM foot bath on patients with grade 0 DFU is better than routine nursing care. However, large-scale randomized controlled trials of higher quality are needed to confirm this result (OR=5.82, 95%CI (3.97, 8.53), P<0.001) [38]. When it comes to developing the evidence-based protocol, though short of research base, expert opinions, TCM nursing handbook and TCM nursing guideline (consensus-based) released by the administration of traditional Chinese medicine are made full use of, for example patient observation during foot bath, whether the patient has the symptom of erythema, pruritus, palpation, perspiration and dizziness etc. (level of evidence IV, level of recommendation B), applying skincare to the feet after the bath (level of evidence IV, level of recommendation B); drinking warm-boiled water after foot bath (level of evidence IV, level of recommendation B). Those are all recommendations from expert opinions in this protocol [39]. The next three steps are pilot study in a peripheral vessel disease department in one TCM hospital, determining whether the protocol on grade 0 DFU treatment with TCM foot bath is feasible in clinic and then practice the change.
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